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24. (Currently Amended) In a computer system having resources and a

r^sounje planner for grantmg reservations of amounts of resources to activities, a

computer-implemmted metbiod comprising:

submitting a request for a reservation of a set of r^ources in sp^ified

amounts from an activity to the resource planner;

determining at the resource piamw^ that the request may not be granted;

returning from the r^ourcc planner to the activity a list of amounts of

the set of re.sourca^ that are currently available to tte activity;

using the retumal list at the activity to reformulate the requ^t for a

reservation ofthe set ofresources to specify new requested amounte; [[and]]

resubmiuing the reformulated request to the rescmrce planum : and

executing the activity .
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25. (Cutifently Amende^ In a computer system having resoiuices md a

resource planher for gmnting reservations of amoimts of resources to activities

performed on tl)e computer system, a computer-implemented method comprising:

tiegotiatiiig between the resource planner and activities to reserve shares of

the resources with the resource planner on behalf of the activities; [[and]]
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in view of changing resource usage or requirements, renegotiating between

the resource planner and the activities to change reservations of resources on

behalf of the activities to reflect tiie changing r^ourcc usage or requirements.

wherein renegotiating includes retumiTip from the r^ource planner to one or more

of the activities a list of amounts of a set of resources that are currently available

to the activities: and

executing at least one of the actiyi^ -

26. (Original) The metfiod of claim 25 wherein the changing resource

usage or requir^ents are the product ofa new activity being p^formed.

27. (Original) The method of claim 25 wherein Ae changing resource

usage or requirements are the prcKhict of an activity changing its resource

requirements.

28. (Original) The method of claim 25 wherein the changing resource

usage or requirements are the product ofan activity no longer being performed.

29. (Original) The method of claim 25 wh^in the changing resource

usage or requirements are the product ofa persistent overload ofuse of a resource.

30. (Origmal) The method of claim 25 whereia the changing resource

usage requirements are the product of a change in resource allocation policy.
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